 EXPERIENCE THE TLC DIFFERENCE!

WITHOUT TLC
- Rusty wheel and components
- Reduced hours on the wheel and tires
- Added downtime and operating costs
- Safety hazard

WITH TLC
- Tires run cooler
- Clean wheels reduce labor
- Increased hours on the wheel and tires
- Reduced downtime and operating costs
- Increased safety

Extend the life of your OTR tires and rims! Reduce downtime & operating costs!

With over 630 dealers worldwide, find out how easy it is to extend the life of your OTR tires and rims!

Visit AccellaTireFill.com for specs, volume charts, and more!
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Extend The Life Of Your OTR Tires And Rims In HEAT or COLD

IT'S WHAT'S INSIDE THAT COUNTS

EXPERIENCE THE TLC DIFFERENCE!

Extend the life of your OTR tires and rims! Reduce downtime & operating costs!
Since 1971, Accella Tire Fill Systems has been the “Trusted Advisor” for providing tire productivity technologies that eliminate downtime and reduce total operating costs. One of our many solutions is TLC, our custom formulated tire and rim conditioner.

TLC is a highly engineered, environmentally-friendly, non-toxic, nonflammable, and non-hazardous safe product. A perfect fit for the mining industry, TLC will keep your tires running cooler without sacrificing tire performance. No one can match TLC’s superior coating and temperature range.

**WHAT OUR CUSTOMERS ARE SAYING:**

“Using TLC made dismounting tires easier and safer as very little effort is now required to separate the bead from the wheel.”

“TLC allowed us to identify an extremely slow leak in a cracked wheel which allowed us to replace it before it failed.”

“TLC’s lubrication extends the life of the liner and bead area.”

**TLC Increases Productivity and Extends The Life Of OTR Tires And Rims**

- **REDUCED DOWNTIME**
  “Tires run cooler, increasing the overall life of the tire. Wheels and components are properly maintained, eliminating premature failures from rust.”

- **PROMOTES SAFETY**
  “Allows easy identification of an extremely slow leak in a cracked wheel or tire, extending tire life and preventing catastrophic failure.”

- **REDUCED OPERATING COSTS**
  “Makes dismounting tires easier and safer as less effort is required to separate the bead from the wheel, saving labor time and equipment downtime.”

**OUTPERFORMS IN THE TOUGHEST CONDITIONS!**

With 20% MORE Active Ingredients, Our Special Formulation Beats The Competition!

**FREEZE TEST**

Both products were subjected to below freezing temperatures of -10˚F for over 6 hours. The competitor’s product froze solid within 1 hour. The TLC formulation **DID NOT** freeze!

**COATING TEST**

Compared to the competition, TLC’s superior coating ability prevents rust on the entire wheel, extending tire and wheel life. In addition, our increased coating protection now makes it even **EASIER** and **SAFER** to dismount tires!